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Introduction. Let [pn(t)\, i,j =1,2, ■ ■ ■ , 0</< <», be functions satisfy-

ing the conditions

(0.1) piÂi) = 0, i,j=l,2,---,

(0.2) 22 Pad) =h ¿-1,2, •••,
i

(0.3) X) Pa(s)Pik(t) = pa(s + t), i, k = 1, 2, • • • ; 0 < s; t < ».
i

Then {;p ,•,(<)} can be considered the transition probability functions of a

Markoff chain : some system can assume various numbered states and pa(t)

is the probability that the system is in the jth state at the end of a time in-

terval of length / if it was in the ¿th state at the beginning of the interval,

whatever the initial point of the interval and the states assumed before the

initial point. Conversely a Markoff chain corresponding to a system which

can assume denumerably many states, with the property that the probability

of a transition from state i at time h to state j at time t2 is a function of

i,j, h — h, determines functions satisfying (0.1), (0.2), (0.3).

Let x(/) be the number assigned to the state assumed by the system at

time t. Then x(i) is a chance variable for each value of /, and the study of

the probability properties of the process is simply the study of the one pa-

rameter family of chance variables {x(/)j. If for each value of t a sample

value of xit) is obtained, the totality of these values defines a sample function

usually also denoted suggestively and confusingly by x(i). The sample func-

tions are integral-valued functions and the probability theory of the process

when studied rigorously is the study of the probability measure defined for

certain sets in the space of all sample functions.

For reasons detailed below, it is always assumed that

(0,        i 9^ j,
(0.4) lim pi¡(t)=\ .     J;

i-o U,        i = j.

Assuming further regularity conditions discussed below, the pa(t) must sat-

isfy the differential equations

(0.5) p'a(t) = - qipik(t) + ¿ZqaPstit),

^ * à 0: », * - 1, 2, • • • ,
(0.6) puit) = - Pnit)qk + 22 PuiMih,
- Mi
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where

(0.7)      qi = lim 1 ~ P"®  = - p'u(0), 9iJ = lim ̂ äL = p'. .(0).
f-H> t i-K) t

The p«,-(0 can be studied from the purely probability point of view, in

which case the guiding influence is the succession of transitions of the system,

that is, the discontinuities of the sample functions, or from the point of view

of classical analysis, in which case the study is simply that of the functional

equations (0.3) and the differential equations (0.5) and (0.6)(1). In the pres-

ent paper it will be shown how the relation between the differential equations

(0.5) and (0.6) and the functional equations (0.3) can be analyzed more com-

pletely than hitherto by combining the above two points of view. It will be

seen that although (0.5) is true under the usual very weak hypotheses, (0.6)

is not true in an important class of processes for which (0.5) is true. The

qi, qij corresponding to a process belonging to this class have the property

that there are infinitely many solutions to (0.5), satisfying (0.1), (0.2), (0.3)

and the initial conditions (0.4).

There are two problems to be considered in analyzing the relations be-

tween the probability process defined by the pa(t) and the differential equa-

tions (0.5) and (0.6).

1. Functions pa(t) are supposed given, satisfying (0.1), (0.2), (0.3) and

suitable regularity conditions. The conditions necessary and sufficient for the

validity of the differential equations (0.5) and (0.6) are to be derived.

2. The qi, qa are supposed given. Functions pa(t) are to be found satisfy-

ing (0.1), (0.2), (0.3), (0.4) and (0.7).
Partial answers to both problems are given below. A review of the subject

from the point of view of this paper is presented in the next section. More

complete references to previous work can be found in [l] and [2](2). The exact

(measure) meaning of the somewhat careless sounding statements on con-

tinuity, jumps, and so on, of almost all sample functions is discussed in [l].

1. Review and analysis of known results. The following considerations

justify the selection of (0.4) as the minimum regularity conditions to be im-

posed on the pij(t). Let a be any positive integer. The hypothesis that the sys-

tem is initially in the state a and that the pa(t) (satisfying (0.1), (0.2), (0.3))

are the transition functions fully determines the probability relations of the

process. The continuity of the pa(t) and the existence of lim^o pa(t) for all i,j

are implied by the measurability of the pa(t) [l, p. 38]. If the process itself

is to have any reasonable measurability properties, (0.4) muse also be true, at

least for the states i, j which may occur, that is, those for which p„<(i), paj(t)

do not vanish identically [l, pp. 42, 43]. There is no essential further loss in

generality involved in the assumption that (0.4) is true with no restriction

0) There is of course no precise line of demarcation between these points of view.

(') Numbers in brackets refer to the Bibliography at the end of the paper.
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on i, j. Conversely (0.4) implies the continuity of the pa(t) and the measura-

bility of the process [l, pp. 43, 51].

The role of the q¡, qa will now be analyzed. Suppose that (0.4) is true.

Then the limit defining g< in (0.7) always exists, but g¿ may be infinite [l,

p. 52]. Moreover the following limits also exist:

PiM              ,.           PÄt)
if ç» = oo :   lim-—  = lim-= 0,

<-o 1 - pu(t) i-o 1 - Pu(f)

■f      ^         v     piÁt)            /             r     PÁt) /     mif qi < co :   lun- = ?,■, < oo,       hm- = q¡i < oo (3).
Í-H) t Í-K) /

It follows trivially from (0.2) that if g<< oo ,

(1-2) 22<H,^<!i-
i

The limits defining g¿, qtj thus can always be assumed to exist without losing

any interesting probability processes, but it will be seen below that further

restrictions, finiteness of the g¿, equality in (1.2), will ordinarily be imposed

on these numbers. The reason for this can be seen best from the role of the

qi, qa in the transitions of the probability system under discussion but it can

also be seen at once that these restrictions are essential to the validity of the

differential equations (0.5). In fact if (0.5) is to be significant, the g< must

be finite, and if (0.5) is to be true, summing over k and integrating (using

(0.2)) shows that there must be equality in (1.2).

The significance of the g,-, g,-,- can be described very simply in terms of the

sample functions {x(t)}. Let t0 be some fixed value of t.

(i) Ifg,= oo, lim supí^(0x(/) = °o whenever x(t0)=i, neglecting zero proba-

bilities. More than this, i and oo are the only limiting values, neglecting zero

probabilities [l, p. 59]. Thus x(i) can be continuous at to only when xi^^i,

neglecting zero probabilities.

(ii) If g,< oo, xit) =i in some neighborhood of to whenever x(r0) =i, neg-

lecting zero probabilities. The probability that if x(/o)=i then xit)=i for

to = t = to+h is exp( — qih) [l, pp. 52-54]. Thus if x(<o)=-i the probability

density of distribution of the time 5 to the first discontinuity beyond i0 is

g¿ exp(— qis). If x(í0)=í and if there is a discontinuity in the interval

to — t^to+h, then the probability that the first discontinuity is a jump(4) to

the value j is g<,/gi [l, p. 58].

In spite of the impossibility (except in the trivial case paait) = 1 when

(') [1, P. 52].
(4) An integral-valued function has a jump at a point <0 if it is constant on some open in-

terval with left-hand end point ¿o and is constant (with a different value) on some open interval

with right-hand end point io. The jumps of an integral-valued function are isolated discontinui-

ties.
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x(í)=const.) that the sample functions x(/) be everywhere continuous func-

tions of / with positive probability, there is always, if (0.4) is true, a kind of

average continuity, sometimes called stochastic continuity : if 0 < e < 1, and if

x(0)=a,

lim P{ | x(t + h) - x(t) | < e}   = lim   £ pai(t)pu(h)
»10 h\.0       i

(1.3)

=   £ Pai(t)   =   1,
X

lim P{ | x(t - h) - x(t) | < e}   = lim   XI P«Á* ~ h)pa(h)
hlO h 10      <

= E p.i(t) - i.

If the c/i are all finite the type of continuity is stronger. In that case, as dis-

cussed in the preceding paragraph, at each to, x(t) is continuous (that is, re-

mains constant) in some neighborhood of to, with probability 1. The strongest

conceivable statement on the continuity of the individual sample functions

(excluding the trivial case of constancy) is that all their discontinuities are

jumps, that is, that the discontinuities have no finite limit points. It is clear

from the preceding paragraph that if this is true the g¿ with i corresponding to

states of positive probability must be finite, and for those values of i there

must be equality in (1.2). It will be shown below that the converse is not true :

finiteness of the g, and equality in (1.2) for all i are not sufficient to insure

that the sample functions {x(i)} vary only by jumps.

The following definitions will be useful below. If g¿< » define ILy' by

(1.4) n« = qij/qt, j jt i,     nt(;+1> = £ n«B)rC,   * ^ i(6),     n« = o.

If the qi are finite and if there is equality in (1.2), then there is, neglecting

zero probabilities, a first discontinuity, if any, to the right of any given t-value

to, a second, a third, and so on, all jumps [l, p. 56]. Moreover it is easily

verified that H[f is the probability that if x(/0) =* and if x(t) has at least re

discontinuities in the interval to^t^to+h, then the reth jump is a jump to the

value j. If Çi< » , and qk< <» , define npik(t) by

opik(t) = dik exp (- qit),

(1.5) ( £ I    exP (- 1i(t - s))qijnpjk(s)ds,

n+iPik(t) - \ *"    \ »£0.

£ I    Kpij(s)q¡k exp (- qk(t - s))ds,
j^kJ 0

(6) Whenever a qi in the denominator vanishes, the fraction is to be interpreted as 0,
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It can be shown(6) that the series in the integrand converges, and that npa(t)

is the probability that if x(t0)=i, then x(to+t)=k and the transition to k is

by way of exactly re jumps. The probability pa(t) of going from i to k through

a finite number of discontinuities (necessarily all jumps) is given by

00

(1.6) fik(t)   =   £ npik(t),
n-0

and the probability of going from i to k through infinitely many discontinui-

ties is then pik(t) — pik(t).

The fundamental analytic properties of the pa(l) are almost identical with

those of the pa(t). These will be listed point by point below. The comparison

is of fundamental importance, since one standard method (cf. [2]) of solving

(0.1), (0.2), (0.3) for specified qit g,-,- is to find fn(t), and impose conditions on

the qi, qu strong enough to make pi,(t)=pn(t). It will be seen that the differ-

ential equations (0.5) and (0.6) are satisfied by pa(t) but not necessarily by

Pu(t)-
(i) It is clear that

(1.7) 0 ^ Pu(t) ^ Pij(t)

so that (0.1) is satisfied by pa(t).

(ii) The equality (0.2) must in general be replaced by the inequality

(1.8) Ewoái.

There is equality in (1.8) for a given i only when pi,(t) =pa(t) for all j, that

is when the discontinuities of x(i) following the assumption of the value i are

all jumps.

(iii) The probability significance of pa(t) shows that pa(t) satisfies (0.3).

(iv) One simple solution of (1.7), (1.8) and (0.3) (for Pa(t)) is £,-,•(/) =0.

This solution can actually be the correct one, since if g< = », pa(t) certainly

vanished identically for all j. Thus (0.4) is not necessarily satisfied by the

Putt), even if it is satisfied by the pa(t). On the other hand suppose that (0.4)

is satisfied by pa(t) and that for some subscript i, g<< oo. Then using (1.7)

and the fact that exp( — qji) is the probability that if x(lo)=i, x(/)=i for

to^t^to+h, it follows that

(1.9) exp (- qih) g Pii(h) g pii(h).

Hence

(1 io) 1 - eg> (- qih)      1 - Pu(h)      1 - pu(h)

h h ~       h

(') Cf. the development of similar results in [l, pp. 55, 63].
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so that

(1.11) hm-= qi.
*-h> h

Thus if qi < «>, Pa(l) satisfies (0.4) and even the first limit equation in (0.7) for

that subscript i.

(v) It will now be seen that both equations in (0.7) are satisfied by the

p~ii(t) ii qi and g,- are finite. The first has been checked in (iv). According to

(1-5),

(1.12) ipij(t) =  I    exp (- qis)qij exp (- q¡(t - s))ds.
J o

Hence if jr**,

,. ..     if      ,       , ,      ,,     .„'     hiV) „. #«W(1.13) — I    exp (— ç,s)g<yexp (— q¡(t — s))ds s-S->
t J o t t

which implies the second limit equation in (0.7). Thus if pi,(t) satisfies (0.1),

(0.2), (0.3) and (0.4), and if all the qi are finite, pu(t) will satisfy the same equa-

tions, except that (0.2) may be weakened to (1.8). It now is evident that it will

be exceedingly difficult to distinguish between the two solutions of the listed

equations, when they are not identical. This difficulty is exhibited when the

differential equations (0.5) and (0.6) are analyzed in (vi), (vii) and (viii).

(vi) Suppose now that the pa(t) satisfy (0.1), (0.2), (0.3) and (0.4). Then

the probability p,*(r) of going from i to k in time / in a finite number of jumps

can be evaluated as follows. If g<= oo or if g*= «o, then Pn,(t) = 0. If g,< oo,

and if g*< oo, then g,-/ and g,* are finite (see (1.1)) and

(1.14) pa(t) = 5« exp (- q(t) +1     22 «XP (— ?<(' — s))qi,pjk(s)ds,
J 0      jr*i

(1.15) pi*(t) = 5ik exp (- qkt) + I     22 fcii^lik exp (— qk(t — s))ds.

These two equations are integrated versions of (0.5) and (0.6) respectively.

They can be derived from (1.5) and (1.6) or directly from the probability

significance of the quantities concerned. Thus if the pa(t) satisfy (0,1), (0.2),

(0.3) and (0.4), then the fait) satisfy (0.1), the weakened form (1.8) of (0.2),
and (0.3), and the derivatives f'v(t) exist and are continuous. If, in addition, the

qi (defined in terms of the pa(t)) are finite, the pa(t) also satisfy (0.4), (0.5),

(0.6) and (0.7). It is thus clear that the p~u(t) satisfy'the differential equations

(0.5) and (0.6) whenever these equations have meaning, that is, whenever the

constant coefficients are finite-valued. It will be seen below that the pu(t)

satisfy these equations only when further restrictions are imposed.
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(vii) Suppose that the p{j(t) satisfy (0.1), (0.2), (0.3) and (0.4) and that g<

is finite. Using (0.3) it follows that

pik(t + h) - pik(t) 1 - pu(h) Pii(h)
-:-= - Pik(t)-;-1- 2-, —;— PikW,

h h ¡*i      h
(1.16) ■ Ä>0.

MO - Pik(t -h) ■       1- Pii(h) pu(h)
—-' = - Pik(l - h)-—-h 2-, —7~ Pik(t - h),

Wi

These equations imply that

Pikit + h) - pik(t) _
(1.17) lim inf —-^^- = - qipik(t) + 22 qaPik(t).

n-xt h ¡¿i

Now suppose that there is equality in (1.2). Then if N>i,

j i - 22 Paih)

(1.18) - 22 Paih) = --L-?,' -     22   9U = £ Qii   ih -* 0),
«   ;>iV » iSN.fyti i>ff

so that the series in (1.16) converge uniformly in h. Thus in this case, (1.16)

implies that p¿(¿) exists and that (0.5) is satisfied. Conversely it has already

been noted that if (0.5) is true, summing over k- and integrating yields (1.2)

with equality. Thus if the pait) satisfy (0.1), (0.2), (0.3) and (0.4), and if the q{
are finite, there is equality in (1.2) for all i if and only if the pait) have continu-

ous derivatives which satisfy the differential equations (0.5). It follows from (vi)

and (vii) that the solution to the differential equations (0.5) cannot be

uniquely determined by the initial conditions unless the hypotheses already

made imply the identity of pa(t), pa(t)—and this is not so (see §2).

The probability significance of equality in (1.2) has already been noted—

that the first discontinuity of x(/) following a specified to is a jump, with prob-

ability 1. The probability significance of the differential equations (0.5) is

directly linked to this property of x(i). In fact if the g< are finite, the proba-

bility pik(t) of going from i to k in time t is at least equal to the probability

of this transition when the first discontinuity is a jump :

(1.19)    pik(t) ^22 I    exp (- qi(t - s))qijpjk(s)ds + Sik exp (- g,/)(7).

Equality means that the first discontinuity is a jump, with probability 1, and

equality gives an integralform of (0.5). To see the exact significance of in-

equality (>) in (0.5) or (1.17), note that the probability of a transition from i

at time to to k at time to+t is at least equal to that of a transition from i to k

for which the first discontinuity, if any, before time t0+h is a jump:

(') Cf. the development of similar integral expressions in [l].
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Pik(t) è exp (— qih)pik(t — h)

(1.20) _ rh
+ L I    exp (- qi(h — T))qnpjk(t - h + r)dT.

i*i » 0

There is equality if and only if when x(io) ==* and x(to+t)=k the first discon-

tinuity before time to+h is a jump, with probability 1, and we have already

seen that the condition for this is equality in (1.2). Now (1.20) can also be

put in the form

Pik(t) - pik(t - h) _
(1.21) i-^-p-'- ^ - qiPik(t) + £ qiiPik(t) + o(l)

so that (1.17), or (0.5) if there is equality, is really simply an evaluation of

the rate of change of pik(t) with t, when t increases, as related to the changes

of x(f) in jumps. This makes it clear why the differential equations (0.5) hold

for pik(t) as well as for p<*(/). In fact the argument in terms of pik(t) leading

to (1.19) leads to the same expression with equality if the pa(t) are replaced

by the §ti(t).
(viii) Suppose again that the pa(t) satisfy (0.1), (0.2), (0.3) and (0.4) and

that the g< are finite. Using (0.3) it follows that

pik(t + h) - pik(t) 1 - pkk(h)
———;-= - pik(t) -

+ E Pad)

h

Pik(h)

h
(1.22) ' h>0.

pik(t) - pik(t - h)                              1 - pkk(h)

-_---M'-*)-r—

i*k h

These equations imply that

Pik(t + h) — piic(t) ^
(1.23) lim inf ^-L±L ^ _ pikrt)qk + £ Pij(t)qjk.

A-K) h j^k

If there is equality in (1.2), pá(t) exists, by (vii), so that (1.23) then becomes

(1.24) p'ik(t) è - pik(t)qk + E Pa(t)qsk-
frk

It will be seen in the next section that the inequality (1.23), or (1.24) if pá(t)

exists, cannot in general be replaced by equality. The development in (vii)

guided by the study of x(t) for increasing t corresponds exactly to a somewhat

more complicated development guided by the study of x(i) for decreasing t.
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The probability, if x(0) =i, if x(fo) =k and if there is a discontinuity of x(i)

in the interval (to — t, to), that the last discontinuity before to is a jump is

E I    P<i(to — s)lik exp (— qks)ds
i=íkJ 0

(1.25) ***' " -SI.
pik(k) — Pik(lo — t) exp (— qkt)

The inequality (1.25) has the same significance for the discontinuities of x(i)

when / decreases as (1.2) or (1.19) has when t increases. There is equality if

and only if the last discontinuity before to is a jump. Equality implies the

existence of the derivative p'tk(t) and also implies equality in (1.24). Thus

if the pu(t) satisfy (0.1), (0.2), (0.3), (0.4) and if the g< are finite, the existence

of the p'v(t) and the truth of (0.5) are equivalent to the fact that the first discon-

tinuity of x(t) after any specified to is a jump, and the existence of the p[j(t) and

the truth of (0.6) is equivalent to the fact that the last discontinuity before any

specified to is a jump.

The probability of going from i to k in time t is at least equal to that of

going from i to k in time t in such a way that the last discontinuity, if any, in

the interval of length h ending at t is a jump :

(1.26) pik(t) ¡5 pik(t — h) exp (— qkh) + £ I    p{j(t — T)qjk exp (— qkT)dr.
jfáH J 0

There is equality if and only if when x(0) = i and x(r) =k the last discontinu-

ity, if any, after time t — h is a jump, with probability 1. The inequality (1.26)

leads to

Pik(t) — Pik(t — h) „
(1 - 27) ¿m-P- ^ qkPik(0 + £ Pn(i)qJk + o(l) (h -» 0),

h j*k

so that (1.23), or (1.24) if the derivative exists, is really an evaluation of the

rate of change of pik(t) with t, when / decreases, as related to the changes of

x(t) in jumps. The argument leading to (1.25) leads to the same expression

with equality when the pu(t) are replaced by the pn(t).

In the next section a general method is given for constructing examples in

which the pn(t) satisfy (0.1)-(0.4), the g¿ are all finite, and there is equality

in (1.2), and in which (0.5) but not (0.6) is satisfied. Thus under the usual

hypotheses made in studies of this sort—-which hypotheses are exactly those

just stated—(0.6) must be replaced by (1.24). No example of functions pn(t)

satisfying (0.1)-(0.4) is known to the author in which the derivatives \p'n(t)}

do not exist, or in which there is inequality in (1.2) and so in (0.5), or in which

(0.5) and (0.6) are both satisfied by the pu(t) even though the p,-,-(/) and pn(t)

are not identical.

2. Processes whose transitions are well ordered in time. The analysis in
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the previous section presented no new results on the Markoff chains under

consideration, but merely organized known results to indicate the present

state of knowledge concerning the usual basic hypotheses and their immedi-

ate implications. This section will be devoted to a general type of Markoff

chain which includes the types studied heretofore (in which the pa(t) and

§a(t) are identical) as a special case.

The following theorem, which is a special case of a very general theorem

on Markoff processes, will be useful below. The measure ideas involved are

somewhat glossed over in the proof, in order to avoid complexities out of

keeping with the rest of this paper.

Theorem 2.1. Suppose that the pa(t) satisfy (0.1)-(0.4) and that the qi are

finite. Let r be a non-negative chance variable depending on the x(t) in such a

way that for each s>0 the inequalities t<s, t>s impose conditions on the x(t)

only for t<s. Suppose that x(r+0) exists with probability 1, that is, that x(t) is

constant in some interval with left-hand end point t (the value depending on the

sample function) with probability 1. Then for each t>0,x(r+t) isa chance varia-

ble, and the stochastic process corresponding to y(t) =x(r+t) is a Markoff process

with the same transition probabilities as the x(t) process.

The hypotheses imply the truth of the point set equality

(2.,)     (* + 0) - J) _ fc g£ S , < i±I. ,(l±i) . ,}

neglecting sets of zero probability, so that x(t+0) is a chance variable, and

p.ii*(*+«-y|-fcfj-£i,<i±i..(^-A.

Similarly, x(t+í) is a chance variable, with

P\x(r + t) = k} -lim  lim   EZítáT<^,  Jr-±±)=j,
,-K)   »->»      j    r-0        v2n 2" \    2"    /

(r + 1        \ . .        )
XI-\- S ) = k,     í — /    < e>

(2 2) V   2" J '
= lim   22 P{<r + 0) = j]pjk(t - e) exp (- qk2i)

= 22p{x(t + o) =j]pjk(t),
i

and more generally, if ii < • • • <ti

(2 2')    P{*(T + ^)-*"i-51. •••".'}
- £ P{x(t + 0) = j}pjkx(ti)pkxkT(t2 -li)--- pk^k.iti - f,-i).
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This equation shows that the y(t) =x(r+t) process is a Markoff process with

the same transition probabilities as the x(t) process.

In this section those Markoff chains will be studied in which the discon-

tinuities of the function x(t), ordered in terms of increasing t, form a well

ordered series, with probability 1. This includes the case of isolated discon-

tinuities, in which the series has order type not greater than co. An analysis

of processes of this general type will be made which shows how the most gen-

eral example can be constructed.

Suppose then that the discontinuities of x(t) are well ordered. It follows

that if x(0) is specified, there is a first discontinuity, a second discontinuity,

and so on, with probability 1. Hence, according to the preceding section, the g<

are finite, there is equality in (1.2), and the differential equations (0.5) are

satisfied. If x(0) = i0, x(t) remains at i0 for a time r0 determined by the proba-

bility density of distribution <p(g>(), r0), where

±.     ,        (qexp(-qs),       s^O,

*{q' s)=\      o, , < o».

At T0 there is a jump to ii, where

P{io;ii=j] = ?,•,//?.•„(•)■

If re>0, the condition r0<u is equivalent to the condition that x(t)^io for

some t<u. The condition t0>u is equivalent to the condition that x(t)=i0

for t<u, neglecting zero probabilities. Hence the theorem is applicable: the

process with variables {y(/)j = {x(ro+0} has precisely the same probability

properties as the original process, except that the initial value is ii (deter-

mined as described above) instead of i0. Hence

(2.3) P{x(0) = *,; x(ro + <)=/}=£ H?Jptj(fi-
i

Applying the same argument to the y process, the time ti to the next discon-

tinuity of x(t) is determined by the probability density of distribution <p(g«lt ti)

and at to+ti there is a jump to i2, where

(2.4) P{io,ii;ii=j} =11$

and

(2.5) P{x(0) = to; x(ro + n + t) - /} = £ ü.^?,,(<).
i

Continuing the argument, sequences

(8) The following discussion is subject to trivial modifications if a <»,• vanishes, the essential

formal idea being that <£(0, s) symbolizes a distribution which is concentrated at «.

(•) P{z, • ■ • ; C} will be used to denote the conditional probability of C for specified values

of the variables z, • • • .
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To, ti, ■ • • , to, »i, l2, • ■ •

are determined. Define rf by

(2.6) to' = 0,        ri = 22'i, "> 0.

Then t,' is the point where x(/) jumps from i,-i to i„ a value maintained for

time t,. It is easily verified that for specified i0 the probability py(s, j) that

í, = x(t¡ +) =j and that r„' =s (density in s) is determined by the equations

Us,j) = IL„j *(?.„, s),

(2.7)
1rWi(*. Í) = 22 I    *M* - T, ¿)n</ </>(?,, r)dr.

i J o

The probability density of distribution P,(t¡ ) of rl for specified t'o is given by

(2.8) U¿) = 22 Us, j)
i

and finally the probability that i,=x(rl +) =j for specified i0 is given by

(2.9) P{to; i, = x(t', +)=;)= H^.

For each v the variables {x(r,' -f-í)} (i>0) have the same probability proper-

ties as the variables \x(t)\ (i>0) except that the initial value is not neces-

sarily io. For example, generalizing (2.3), we obtain

(2.10) P{io; x(rl +t)=j} =22 n%pu(t).
i

If
00

rj  = lim T„'   =  22 TJ = °°
»—*> 0.

with probability 1, the discontinuities of x(¿) are all jumps. If this holds for.

all io, the differential equations (0.6), as well as (0.5), are satisfied, and the

Pu(t), Pn(0 are identical. The interesting case for present purposes, however,

is when r J < =o with positive probability. In this case the discontinuities of

x(/) may have a finite limit point rj which is a discontinuity more compli-

cated than a jump. Feller(10) has given the conditions necessary and sufficient

that this case arise, under the hypotheses that the g< are finite and that there

is equality in (1.2) for all i. Up to the present stage of the analysis the hy-

pothesis that the discontinuities of x(¿) are well ordered has only been used

to insure that the g< are finite and that there is equality in (1.2) for all i.

(I0) [2, pp. 506, 507]. In the notation of the present paper, Feller describes his conditions

as conditions that the equations (0.2) hold for the pi¡{t), under which circumstances the pn(t)

and pij(l) are identical, in view of (1.7).
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In fact everything shown so far follows from these two hypotheses. Two cases

are now conceivable : either rj is a limit point of discontinuities on the right

as well as on the left or not. The first case is excluded from the present dis-

cussion by the hypothesis that the discontinuities are well ordered, but no

example is yet known which shows that this case can actually arise when the

well ordering of the discontinuities is not presupposed. We are thus supposing

that tJ is not a limit point of discontinuities on the right, that is, that tJ is

the left end point of an interval of constancy of x(t). The probability Il£j'

that x(rj +) =j is then easily evaluated :

iC = P{io;x(rJ +) =j\

(2.11) = lim lim  lim  £11^ \fn(t) — #</(«)] exp (— qfl)
i)->0     €->0    »-»«o       i

= lim  lim   £ll£[pj3(e) - PiS(e)].

More generally,

(2.12) P\i0; x(tJ +í) = ¿}=£ U¡"jpjk(t)
i

which extends (2.10). Theorem 2.1 can again be applied, to show that the

process with variables x(r¿!+t), 0<t< °°, has precisely the same properties

as the original process, except that the initial value is now î„, which takes on

the value j with probability IL-^', instead of iB. Equation (2.12) exhibits the

conclusion of the theorem, in part. Thus the time tu to the next discontinuity

has probability density <b(qiu, t„) and this discontinuity is a jump to iu+i=j

with probability IL^. Continuing in this way sequences

to» ti, • • * , tu, ,

Ti   ...

are determined, where t„', defined by (2.6) for both finite and transfinite v,

is the point at which x(i) jumps from ¿,_i to i„ if v is not a limit ordinal. The

value i, is maintained for time t„. The probabilities (2.7) are easily extended

to the transfinite ordinals, and (2.9) defines !!$'} for transfinite v. The range

of v is limited by the condition that r', be finite with positive probability.

Let N be the smallest ordinal number for which tn= °° with probability 1,

for every initial state i0. Then A7, is evidently a denumerable order type. If

we set n(y=0 whenever ITy' is not already defined (because t„' is infinite),

the matrix IP"' : (LTy5) has the following properties :

(2.14)     nw") = n(').nw,      o.án^'ái,     O^Mál.

If v is finite, Y1M = (Yl(1))' is determined by the g,-, g,-,- but if A>« so that the

(2.13)
TO,  Tl,

Ti
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transfinite ordinals are essential, it will be seen below that TLM is not deter-

mined uniquely by the g,-, g,-,- when pjäco. Evidently the IF"' and g< determine

the probability relations of the sequences (2.13) and therefore those of the

x(f) process completely. This suggests the possibility of constructing the most

general process being considered here from any gf, IIw. This will now be done.

Theorem 2.2. Let [x(t)\ be the sample functions of a Markoff process which

can assume denumerably infinitely many states. Suppose that whatever the initial

state i, the discontinuities of x(t) form well ordered series on the I axis, with

probability 1. Then the limits in (0.7) exist, the qi, qa are finite, and there is

always equality in (1.2). Either of the two following cases may arise:

ii) Whatever the initial state i the discontinuities of x(t) are all jumps, with

probability 1. In this case the transition probability functions pij(t) have continu-

ous derivatives and (0.5) and (0.6) are satisfied.

(ii) For some initial state i, the probability that the discontinuities of x(t)

are all jumps is less than 1. In this case the transition functions pa(t) have con-

tinuous derivatives, and (0.5) is satisfied, but the equality (0.6) must be replaced

by inequality C=).
Conversely suppose that {qi}, {qa} are any non-negative numbers satisfying

(1.2) with equality for all i. Then one of the following two statements is true:

(i) There is exactly one Markoff process (that is, one set of pu(t) satisfying

(0.1)-(0.4)) for which the given g,-, g<;- satisfy (0.7). This process comes under

case (i) above.

(ii) There are infinitely many Markoff processes for which the given g¡g<}-

satisfy (0.7). None of these processes come under case (i) above. The pa(t) are

the same for all these processes. There are even infinitely many such processes

whose transitions are well ordered, with probability 1, whatever their initial states.

These processes come under case (ii) above.

Preliminary remarks. This theorem shows that there is always a solution

to the differential equations (0.5), satisfying (0.1)-(0.4), but that this solution

is not uniquely determined unless the g,-, g,-,- satisfy Feller's condition that the

x(/) discontinuities are all jumps. It is not known whether the infinite class

of processes corresponding to a given set of g¿, g¿,-, as described under (ii) of

the converse, may actually include processes whose discontinuities are not

well ordered. In other words there is still no complete characterization of all

the processes corresponding to a given set of g,-, g,-,-, except in case (i). The

reason the present paper has excluded the case of systems which can assume

only finitely many states, that is, those in which the subscripts in (0.1)-(0.3)

only range through finitely many values, is that case (ii) cannot then arise.

This can be seen for example by the description of the possible limiting values

of x(i) at a discontinuity discussed in §1, where the hypothesis of infinite-

dimensionality was never used. Feller's condition is also seen at once to be

satisfied in the finite-dimensional case.
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Given a Markoff process whose functions can assume denumerably many

values, it is well known that case (i) can arise (cf. for example the Poisson dis-

tribution below). It has already been shown in the previous section that in

this case the g,- and g,-,- are finite, there is equality in (1.2) for all i, the pa(t) are

continuous and the differential equations (0.5) and (0.6) are satisfied. No ex-

ample of case (ii) has been exhibited previously, and even the possible exist-

ence of such an example has been doubted. The proof of the converse gives a

method of constructing the most general process, of this type, and the method

will be used below to construct specific examples. If case (ii) does arise, it

has already been seen that (0.1)-(0.4) are satisfied, the g¡, g,-,- are finite, there

is equality in (1.2) for all i, the p'v(t) exist and (0.5) is satisfied. On the other

hand although we have seen that (0.6) is then true if " = " is replaced by " ïg,"

there cannot be equality for all pairs of subscripts. In fact if there were such

equality, there would be a last discontinuity, which would be a jump, before

any specified to, with probability 1. The last discontinuity before any rational

value of / would then be a jump with probability 1 (the exceptional chance

being independent of the rational value of t). This is obviously impossible in

case (ii). Only the converse of Theorem 2.2 remains to be proved.

Proof of the converse. Suppose that {g,-, g,-,} are any non-negative num-

bers satisfying (1.2) with equality for all i. Define IIw:(ILj)) as follows:

(2.15) n<» - UM,     nw = (n(«)',

for all finite v. If v is any transfinite ordinal, it can be written in the form

v=\+p, where X is a limit ordinal and p is finite. If we define

(2.16) nfr+"> -nw-n«,

only n(X) remains to be defined. Let pi, p2, • • • be any non-negative numbers

whose sum is 1, and let II be the matrix whose i, jth term is p¡. Then if X is a

limit ordinal define Ylw by

(2.17) n»> = n.

It is easy to verify that then IF"', defined for all ordinal numbers v, has non-

negative terms, row sums 1, and satisfies the functional equation (2.16) for

all ordinals X, p. This is a special type of solution of the functional equation,

but it exhibits the fact that there are infinitely many solutions with the same

n(1>. Let i be any positive integer. Define i„ r, for ordinal numbers vg:0 by

induction as follows :

(i) io = i; T0 is a chance variable with density of distribution <p(g,0, s)(n).

(ii) Suppose ¿„, r,, have been defined for p^v. Then (for specified

io, To, ■ ■ ■ , iy, T,)°i,+i is a chance variable which assumes the value j with

probability 11$, and t,+i is a chance variable whose probability density of

distribution is c/>(g,r, s).

(") In the following discussion, if any g,=0and if iM=j, then tm= w.
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(iii) Suppose iß, t„ have been defined for p <X where X is a limit ordinal.

Then t\ is a chance variable which for specified t«, t„, ß = v<~K (where v is

any ordinal preceding X), assumes the value j with probability IL^r*' and t\

is a chance variable whose probability density of distribution for specified t„,

p =\, t„, ß <X, is </>(g,-x, s). Note that because of the functional equation satis-

fied by n(") different choices of v give mutually consistent results for the ix dis-

tribution. Define t„' by (2.6). This chance variable is not necessarily finite-

valued and in fact there is evidently a first ordinal number N (of denumerable

order type) such that t¿/ = °o with probability 1 for every initial value io-

The chance variables (ij, rj) will only be required in the following for j < N.

The desired stochastic process is now defined as follows :

(2.18) x(t) =  i     if     T/á/< r'j+i.

It must be shown that the process so defined is a Markoff process with the

given g,-, g<;- satisfying (0.7). Let pai,(s, t) be the probability that x(t)=j if

x(s)=i and x(0)=a. The following fact is fundamental: Let x be a chance

variable with probability density of distribution p(q, ij). Then if y>0 the con-

ditional probability density of distribution of x — y under the hypothesis that

x>yis0(g, ¿j — y). Because of this fact, if s>0, A=t»'+i — s is a chance varia-

ble which for given (i¡, r¡),j = v, ri <s, and under the hypothesis that A>0,

has the probability density of distribution p(i„ A). Hence the (i¡, r/ ) are not

affected if the defining process is stopped when r/ exceeds s, thus defining

x(/) for t^s, and if then the defining process is recommenced at t = s in ex-

actly the same way as at ¿ = 0, using however the x(s) values as the initial

values, with the appropriate corresponding probabilities. This implies the fol-

lowing facts:

(a) The conditional probability distribution of x(t) for prescribed values

of x(r) when t ^ j depends only on x(s). That is to say, the process is a Markoff

process.

(b) The probability paa(s, t) is independent of a and is a function of t — s.

The conditional probability paa(s, t) is defined if and only if there is a positive

probability of a sequence of transitions from a to i. The a can always be

chosen to make the probability positive, however—-say by choosing a=i.

Thus if pa(u) is defined by

(2.19) pij(u) = pujis, s + u),

pain) satisfies (0.1), (0.2), (0.3). The fact that (0.7) is satisfied with the given

qi, qa follows at once from the fact that the g¿, g„- in (0.7) determine the proba-

bility exp(-qit), that if x(0)=t, thenx(s)=i for 0^s = t and the probability

qa/qi that if x(0) =*', the first transition is a jump to j. In fact the process was

defined in terms of exactly these two properties using the given g¿, qa.

There is thus at least one stochastic process corresponding to the given
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qi, Qij. Now the npik(t) and pik(t) determined by (1.5) and (1.6) are determined

uniquely by the g,-, g<,-. Thus the pa(t) are the same for all processes with the

given qi, qa (even without the hypothesis that the discontinuities of x(/) are

well ordered), and in every case

fci(t) ̂  Pa(t),        £ hid) è £ Pa(t) = 1.
/ i

If in particular there is one process for which the pu(t), pa(t) are identical»

that is, for which the discontinuities are only jumps, it follows that £,^,-,(0

= 1 for all i. Then there can be only one process with these g,-, g,-, : the process

determined by the pu(t), and these functions satisfy (1.5) and (1.6). This case

arises in the above discussion if N = u. The condition on the g,-, g„- that this

case occur has been given a simpler form by Feller [2, pp. 506, 507]. On the

other hand if s.ifuit) is not identically 1 for all i and t, the above method of

construction leads to an JV>u and the pa(t) finally obtained depend essen-

tially on the choice of Ylff. The question remains open whether in this case

a different method of construction would lead to an entirely different type of

process, the discontinuities of whose sample functions are not well ordered,

and thus enlarge still further the class of processes with the given g,-, g<,-.

3. Examples. This section contains examples of processes of the type dis-

cussed in §2.

I. A simple example of case (i) of Theorem 2.2 is given by the Poisson dis-

tribution :
Pik(t) = e-H*-i/(k -;)!, k£j,

(3 1} P»(t) = o. k< j,

Ii m = 1.       1* = 0.     ?; =1, k?¿ j + 1.

In this example the sample function x(t) increases monotonely from.its initial

value to <» as t—> ».

II. The following example will be illuminating. Suppose that

(3.2) q¡ ¡+i = q¡, qjh = 0, k ^ j + 1.

Then if the g¿ are all different, the explicit solution for p¡k(t) is (cf. [2, p. 513]) :

fik(t) = 0,        Pjj(t) = exp (- qjt), k < j,

(3.3) pJk(t) = (- l)k-'qrqm • • • ?*-i

* exp (- qjt)

,=¡ (q, — q¡) ■ (g, — gJ+i) • • * (j» — g—i) ■ (g- — g-+i) • • • (s» — g*)

To find the conditions that this example come under case (i) or (ij) of Theo-

rem 2.2, note that the t* (k finite) defined in the proof of that theorem are

mutually independent in this example, and that the characteristic function

of r* is (if *o =j)
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22|x(0) = /; exp (tzr*)} =  I     exp (t'zX) exp (— g^^gy+t^
J o

(3.4)

= -^- n
qi+k — tzX

Hence the characteristic function of r„' is

j+n-l 0

(3.5) n
J qr — iz

The condition of finiteness of rj, that is, the condition that the example

come under case (ii), is the condition that there be convergence in (3.5) as

n—>oo, that is, that£,l/g}- converge. Thus this comes under case (i) if and

only if 2:,l/g,= oo(i3).

III. A simple example under case (ii) of Theorem 2.2 will now be obtained

by choosing the q¡ differently in the preceding example. In fact suppose that

,,  ,, ?i = O,       q¡ j+i = ?j,        qjk = 0, k ?¿ j + 1,

2- Uli < °° •
j

Then the p¡k(t) (j>l) are given by (3.3) if the g,- are all different, and however

the p,k(t) corresponding to these g,-, q,k are defined,

(3.7) Pu(t) = pn(f) m 1,        fuit) = puit) =■ 0, j> 1.

We define !!£ so that the sample functions will go monotonely to oo from

their initial values, taking on the value 1 for / greater than t¿ , the limit point

of discontinuities :

(3.8) n^** = i;      n'r^o, k*a\.

The argument of the preceding example gives the following evaluation of the

characteristic function of rj '.:

(3.9) E {x(0) = j ; exp (izrL)} = f[ —^~, j * 0.
i   qr — tz

Evidently pjk(t)=fjk(t) for ky^l, and

pn(t) =P{x(0) *>j;rl£t}

(3.10) If»  exp iizt) - 11   /""  exp iizt) — 1   "

2ir J _„ iz ,•
■dz, j ^ 1.

(") In this section i will always be ( —1)1/!, and will not be used as a subscript.

(1J) This condition was given by Feller [2, p. 514].
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It is clear how this example can be modified very simply to derive more com-

plicated examples in which the discontinuities form well ordered series corre-

sponding to larger ordinal numbers.
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